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was published in Journal of Materials Research, 31(21): 3324-3331 (2016).  Paper III 





 Electrochemical deposition methods are presented for the deposition of Co(OH)2 
and Cu metal.  Paper I shows the deposition of β-Co(OH)2 on Ti through electrochemical 
reduction of [Co(en)3]3+ to [Co(en)3]2+ in 2M NaOH.  The catalytic properties of the 
deposited Co(OH)2 towards water oxidation is found comparable to Co3O4, with the 
surface of the Co(OH)2 converting to CoOOH during the reaction.  Paper II gives the 
conditions suitable for epitaxial growth of Co(OH)2 on Au(100), Au(110), and Au(111) 
following the same reduction mechanism as described in Paper I.  The epitaxial films are 
converted to CoOOH electrochemically or to Co3O4 thermally, each retaining epitaxy to 
the Au substrate even through drastic structure changes.  Epitaxial CoOOH and Co3O4 
develop pores and cracks during conversion leading to an increase in the surface area 
with respect to the initially deposited Co(OH)2 film.  Paper III gives conditions for the 
deposition of epitaxial Cu(100) films on Si(100).  This represents only the second metal 
in the literature to be electrodeposited epitaxially on Si.  Cu films are deposited from a 
dilute pH 3 CuSO4 electrolyte using a two potential step nucleation and growth method.  
Nucleation occurs at -1.5 VAg/AgCl, a potential negative of the Si oxidation potential, 
keeping the Si surface reduced and enabling epitaxial nuclei to form.  The nuclei are 
grown at -0.5 VAg/AgCl, a potential positive of the Si oxidation potential, resulting in the 
concurrent undergrowth of SiOx between the Cu film and Si substrate.  Chemical etching 
of the SiOx with 5% HF allows the Cu film to be separated from the Si substrate yielding 
a freestanding nanometer thick Cu single-crystal-like foil.  Epitaxial Cu films and foils 
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1.1 INORGANIC MATERIAL SYNTHESIS 
Material synthesis has been an ever-present part of technological advancement.  
Entire archeological ages have been characterized by a single material, whose synthesis 
was the epoch for that age (e.g., bronze age, iron age).  Although a single material may 
never encapsulate our current age, materials such as aluminum, silicon, and plastic have 
caused an explosion in new technology and goods that are daily a part of our lives.  To 
continue our technological advance, new materials, and methods to incorporate these 
materials must continue to be developed.  While the term material synthesis could, in 
theory, be applicable to any form of matter, it has become analogous to the production of 
an element, compound, or composite which is in the solid-state.   
Materials are typically classified as either organic or inorganic with polymeric 
materials typically being organic, while metals and ceramics are typically inorganic.  In 
inorganic material synthesis the traditional methods of production utilize high 
temperatures.  Metals are refined through pyrometallurgical routes involving 
temperatures above the melting point of the metal,1 while ceramics are formed by burning 
in air or solid-state reactions with temperatures often near or above 1000 °C.2-3  These 
traditional high temperature methods are robust, and well suited for production of bulk 
materials, but are not particularly useful for the generation of thin films or coatings on 
technologically relevant substrates such as plastics or silicon. 
In contrast to the traditional synthesis methods, electrodeposition is a low 
temperature material synthesis technique, perfectly suited for thin film growth.  
  
2 
Electrodeposition uses electricity to oxidize or reduce a solute.  Typically the solvent is 
water, while the solute is a solvated or complexed metal ion.  A conductive substrate is 
used as an electrode at which the relevant reduction or oxidation reaction occurs.  Due to 
the use of an applied potential to drive the reaction, electrodeposition gives uniform 
coverage across the entire conductive surface, even when complex shapes are involved.4  
This is unique when compared to commonly utilized low temperature vacuum techniques 
of thermal evaporation, sputtering and molecular beam epitaxy which requires line-of-
sight, or compared to sol-gel processes which rely on spin-coating on flat surfaces to 
achieve thin films.  
 Typical stratagem for the electrodeposition of both metals and ceramics, along 
with examples, will be described beginning with metal deposition.  Metals have been 
electrodeposited for over a century, being employed in the industrial production of Pb, 
Cu, Zn, and Au, among others.  Metals are typically deposited cathodically from acidic 
electrolytes containing a metal salt or complex.  The relevant electrochemical reduction is 
shown by Equation 1. 
𝑀𝑀𝑛𝑛+(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎) + 𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑒− → 𝑀𝑀0(𝑠𝑠)     (1) 
This equation shows that for any metal ion (Mn+), the number of electrons (n) required for 
reduction is equal to the oxidation state of the metal ion (n+).  Thus for Cu0 to be 
deposited from a CuSO4 electrolyte, two electrons must be supplied as shown in Equation 
2. 
 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2+ + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0   𝐸𝐸0 = 0.34 𝑉𝑉  (2) 
This principle allows the amount of material deposited to be calculated by measuring the 
number of electrons supplied.  The quantitative relationship between charge passed and 
  
3 
mass of material deposited is called Faraday’s Law of electrolysis (Equation 3), where 
m is the mass of the material, Q is the charge passed, F is Faraday’s constant, M is the 
molecular weight of the material, and z is the number of electrons transferred. 





�      (3)   
However, this law holds true only if no other reactions are occurring at the electrode.  
Reactions which occur simultaneously with the desired reaction are referred to as 
parasitic reactions as they draw electrons away from formation of the desired product.  
Parasitic reactions are primarily mitigated through electrode potential and solution 
purification.  Considering an acidic CuSO4 electrolyte, there are three reductions which 
are possible, Cu2+ to Cu0, H+ to H2, and H2O to H2 and OH-. (Table 1.1) 
 
 
Table 1.1. Electrochemical Reductions for an Acidic CuSO4 Electrolyte 
Half Reaction Standard Reduction Potential 
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2+ + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶0 0.304 V 2𝐻𝐻+ + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝐻𝐻2 0.0000 V 2𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝐻𝐻2 + 2𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻− -0.8277 V 
 
 
 The desired reaction, Cu deposition, can be isolated from the two parasitic 
hydrogen evolution reactions by depositing in the potential window above proton 
reduction and below Cu2+ reduction (0 V to 0.304 V).  If Cu is deposited at an electrode 
potential within this window, it should occur with 100% Faradaic efficiency, i.e. follow 
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Faraday’s Law.  However, experimentally the reaction progresses at less than 100%, 
even when sitting in this thermodynamically isolated region.   This is due to impurities in 
the solution which have standard reduction potentials greater than the standard reduction 
potential of Cu2+.  Common impurities are Fe3+ and dissolved oxygen.  As can be seen in 
Table 1.2, both have reduction potentials which are more positive to Cu reduction.  Thus 
both reactions are thermodynamically permissible under all potentials for which Cu 
deposition occurs.  Therefore, these parasitic reactions cannot be controlled by electrode 
potential and instead must be mitigated through solution purification. 
 
Table 1.2.  Reduction Potentials for Common Impurities in Acidic CuSO4 Electrolytes. 
Half Reaction Standard Reduction Potential 
𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒3+ + 𝑒𝑒− → 𝐹𝐹𝑒𝑒2+ 0.770 V 
𝑂𝑂2 + 4𝐻𝐻+ + 4𝑒𝑒− → 2𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 1.229 V 
𝑂𝑂2 + 2𝐻𝐻+ + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂2 0.682 V 
 
 
 While Fe can be chemically precipitated and filtered out, dissolved O2 is a 
persistent impurity coming from the ambient atmosphere.  However, by keeping the Cu2+ 
concentration high compared to the O2 concentration, high Faradaic efficiencies are 
achievable, with efficiencies >92% regularly being achieved industrially.5  In a typical Cu 
electrowinning electrolyte there is approximately 0.5 M Cu2+ in solution6 compared with 
1.27 mM O2 for a pH 1 solution saturated with dissolved oxygen.7  This represents 
roughly 400 times as much Cu2+ as oxygen to react, which for an air saturated solution is 
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closer to 2000 times as much Cu2+.  So even though O2 reduction still occurs, its effects 
on overall Faradaic efficiency is slight. 
 While the electrodeposition of a metal is a completely electrochemical 
mechanism, the deposition of ceramics requires a coupled electrochemical-chemical 
mechanism.  To achieve deposition, two main stratagem exist.  Stratagem (i) is similar to 
the electrodeposition of metals, where the electrochemical step changes the oxidation 
state of the metal.8-12  Perturbation of the oxidation state creates an unstable metal ion that 
reacts with a soluble species in the electrolyte, causing precipitation at the electrode.  In 
stratagem (ii), instead of perturbing the oxidation state of the metal ion, the pH at the 
electrode is perturbed, generally through the electrochemical generation of base.  The 
change in pH causes the metal ion to be unstable and precipitate, usually as a metal oxide 
or hydroxide.  Many methods of electrochemical generation of base have been devised, 
but commonly employed methods include nitrate reduction,13-16 oxygen reduction, or 
water reduction.17-20  The half reactions with the standard reduction potential of each is 
given in Table 1.3.  A sampling of other methods for the electrochemical generation of 
base are generation of superoxide,21 reduction of alcohols,21 and perchlorate reduction.16 
Using these two stratagem many different ceramics have been deposited, for instance 
TiO2,17 CeO2,18-19 ZrO2,13 RuO2,20, 22 IrOx,8-9 ZnO,14-15 PbO2,10 CdSe,12 and Co(OH)2.11 
 
Table 1.3  Half-Reactions for Electrochemical Generation of Base 
Reduction Standard Reduction Potential 2𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝐻𝐻2 + 2𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻− -0.8277 
𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂3
− + 𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 + 2𝑒𝑒− → 𝑁𝑁𝑂𝑂2− + 2𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻− 0.01 
  
6 
Table 1.3  Half-Reactions for Electrochemical Generation of Base (cont.) 
𝑂𝑂2 + 2𝐻𝐻2𝑂𝑂 + 4𝑒𝑒− → 4𝑂𝑂𝐻𝐻− 0.401 
 
1.2 CONVERSION OF ELECTRODEPOSITED FILMS 
In addition to being a standalone material synthesis technique, electrodeposition 
can be coupled with a secondary processing step to convert the deposited material into 
something else.  Such conversions include metals to oxides, hydroxides to oxides, and 
more subtle changes like type conversion in a semiconductor.  Coupling electrodeposition 
with a secondary processing step increases the breadth of materials which can be 
produced and scope of their use.  Secondary processing steps of thermal conversion and 
electrochemical conversion are discussed. 
1.2.1. Thermal Conversion.  Thermal conversion applies the traditional ceramic 
technique to an electrodeposited film.  Thermal conversion covers a wide range of 
procedures such as oxidation, selenization, sulfidization, doping or alloying, as well as 
dehydration and decomposition.  Conversion is simply accomplished by placing the 
deposited film in a hot reactive atmosphere.  One application of this method is in the 
production of mixed metal semiconductors useful for photovoltaics.  Examples include 
copper indium gallium selenide,23 copper zinc tin selenide (CZTSe),24-25 and methyl 
ammonium lead iodide.26  In these examples, a film is deposited followed by thermal 
conversion to give semiconducting materials having the correct elemental composition.  
In addition to producing semiconducting materials having the correct bulk elemental 
composition, thermal processing can be used to supply specific impurity atoms (dopants) 
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into the material, making the material more useful in a semiconducting device.  Dopants 
cause a rise in the number of free electrons (negative charge carriers, or n-type dopant) or 
holes (positive charge carriers, or p-type dopants) by donating electrons or accepting 
electrons from the bulk.  Doping causes the Fermi level (chemical potential) of the 
semiconductor to change, in addition to increasing the electrical conductivity.  Often 
electrodeposition methods give just a single type (n or p) material, while deposition of the 
opposite type is difficult.  For instance, while electrodeposition methods producing p-
type Cu2O abound, depositions of n-type Cu2O are few27-29 and controversial.30  Similarly 
n-type ZnO is commonly electrodeposited, but deposition of p-ZnO is rare.31-32  
However, type change has been accomplished by subjecting a deposited film to thermal 
treatment.33-36  While the examples given have focused on application of the 
electrodeposition-thermal conversion route to produce photovoltaic materials, it has also 
been applied to the synthesis of electrochromic materials,37-38 catalysts,39-42 and energy 
storage materials.43 
1.2.2 Electrochemical Conversion.  Electrodeposited films can also be 
converted by electrochemical means.  Conversion is similar to thermal conversion, in that 
conversion mechanisms involve oxidation, dehydration, or decomposition.  However, 
electricity is used to drive the reaction instead of heat.  This permits the use of thermally 
labile substrates, which may be prohibited by the thermal route.  In addition 
electrochemical methods allow the formation of metastable materials such as 
oxyhydroxides, which would otherwise form oxides under thermal conversion.  First row 
transition metal oxyhydroxides of FeOOH,44-47 NiOOH,48-50 and CoOOH,51-52 and their 
mixtures,53-55 have garnered much interest as earth abundant catalysts, particularly toward 
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the water oxidation reaction.  While oxyhydroxides can be electrodeposited directly, 
synthesis through electrodeposition and conversion has been shown to generate 
morphologies having increased surface area.11, 52  As compared to traditional processing 
techniques, which incorporates a powdered catalyst with a binder to achieve adherence to 
the electrode, 56 the electrochemical route provides an adherent film directly.  Thus the 
electrodeposition and electrochemical conversion route has the potential to produce 
electrodes and photoelectrodes having higher activity than those produced either 
traditionally or through electrodeposition alone, by giving increased surface area and 
better electrical conductivity. 
1.3 ELECTRODEPOSITION OF EPITAXIAL FILMS 
Another strength of the electrodeposition technique is the ability to tune the 
crystallographic relationship between the film and the substrate through simple variation 
of the deposition conditions.  Variables such as electrode potential, current density, 
temperature, pH, and concentration can all be tuned such that epitaxy is achieved.  
Epitaxy refers to the crystallographic ordering of a film due to the underlying order of the 
substrate.  Thus for epitaxial growth, ordered substrates like Au single crystals or single 
crystal Si wafers must be used.  However, simply using a single crystal substrate does not 
guarantee the growth of an epitaxial film, as a host of thermodynamic and kinetic 
mechanisms are involved in film growth.  A critical factor in achieving epitaxy is the 
lattice mismatch between the substrate and the growing film.  This mismatch is calculated 
as a percentage by comparing the difference between the lattice parameter of the film (af) 
with the lattice parameter of the substrate (as) following Equation 4. 
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 % 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ = 𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓−𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠
∗ 100    (4)  
The simplest example is to compare the mismatch for a cubic film on a cubic substrate.  
For this case, two film geometries arise allowing the matching of af with as, a cube on 
cube arrangement or a 45° rotation of the film on the substrate.  In the cube on cube 
arrangement, as is directly compared to af, while for the 45° rotated film, a coefficient of 
√2 should be added to af. as depicted in Figure 1.1.  For the calculation of percent 
mismatch in a 45° rotated film the equation becomes: 
 % 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚ℎ = √2𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓−𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠
∗ 100   (5) 
 
 
Figure 1.1. 3D depiction of geometric stacking of two cubic materials, one having a cube 
on cube orientation and the other having a 45° rotation. 
 
 
In this geometric consideration and calculation of lattice matching a positive value 
describes a film which has a lattice larger than the substrate, while a negative value 
describes a film having a smaller lattice than the substrate.  Coupling the work of Toda57 
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with the Frank-Van der Merwe model of epitaxial growth,58-59 a critical misfit of -12% 
and 7% has been calculated.60  The difference in value for a negative misfit versus a 
positive misfit arises from the preferential growth of misfit dislocations rather than 
growing under strain for a film having a positive misfit, while a film having a negative 
misfit prefers to grow under strain.60  Performing this calculation for a Cu film (af = 
3.6150 Å) deposited on a Si substrate (as = 5.4309 Å), the cube on cube arrangement 
gives a mismatch is -33.43%, but the 45° rotated arrangement reduces the mismatch to -
5.86%.  This brings the mismatch below the critical misfit of -12%, 60 and is indeed how 
the film grows experimentally.61-68  The interface model showing the lattice mismatch is 
given in Figure 1.2. 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Interface models of Cu (100) (orange, af = 3.6150 Å) on Si (100) (grey, as = 
5.4309 Å) with Cu rotated in plane by 0° (A) and 45° (B) 
 
 Experimentally, epitaxial films have been deposited on substrates having different 
crystal structures between film and substrate,69-70 or have a percent mismatch larger than 
the critical misfit,71-73 for instance Al(111) on Si(111).74  To understand and explain how 
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these films grow epitaxially, the coincidence site lattice (CSL) has been used.74-75  The 
idea of the CSL is to expand the original geometric lattice matching to include more than 
just a single lattice of film on substrate, rather finding an integral number of film lattices 
which match to an integral number of substrate lattices.  This treatment seeks to minimize 
the mismatch using the smallest CSL possible.  Epitaxial films which have been 
successfully electrodeposited within the Switzer group include Ag(Ag3O4)2NO3,76 
Tl2O3,77 Cu2O,78-81 PbS,82 Fe3O4,83-86 ZnO,87-89 PbO2,90 Prussian blue,91 SnS,92 CuO,93 
PbI2,26 Bi2O3,94 Au,95 Co(OH)2,11 and Cu. 
 Devices built on, and constructed of, epitaxial films should have higher efficiency 
compared to polycrystalline based devices just as devices built from single-crystals.  This 
is due to the fact that in both single crystals and epitaxial films there is a lack of grain 
boundaries, which have increased concentration of defects that act as electron-hole 
recombination sites.  The trend of increased efficiency with increased crystallinity is 
exemplified in the comparison of highest recorded efficiencies for silicon photovoltaic 
cells (Table 1.4).96  In addition to increased device efficiency, epitaxial films are useful in 
creation of multilayer nanostacks which enable devices to incorporate quantum 
phenomena.97-103 
 
Table 1.4. Photovoltaic Cell Efficiency by Substrate Crystallinity96 
Substrate Crystallinity Efficiency 
Amorphous Silicon 14.0% 
Polycrystalline Silicon 22.3% 
Single Crystal Silicon 26.1% 
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1.3.1. Epitaxial Conversion.  Using the before mentioned thermal or 
electrochemical conversion techniques, an initially deposited epitaxial film can be 
converted while retaining epitaxy.  For instance, epitaxial films of Fe2O3, and Bi2O3 have 
both been electrochemically reduced yielding epitaxial films of Fe40 and Bi.104  This is 
fascinating, as a large amount of atomic restructuring occurs concurrently, due to loss of 
oxygen during reduction.  Atomic restructuring is exhibited in the change of crystal 
structure from a fcc-Fe3O4 to bcc Fe and fcc Bi2O3 to a rhombohedral Bi.  Retention of 
epitaxy through conversion has also been observed in the oxidation of an epitaxial film of 
Co(OH)2 to CoOOH11 and similarly in the thermal conversion of Co(OH)2 to Co3O4.11 
1.3.2. Epitaxial Films on Silicon.  The need for highly ordered substrates in the 
growth of epitaxial films leads one quickly to the silicon wafer.  High quality 
single-crystal silicon wafers are inexpensive conductive substrates, as they are widely 
used for integrated circuits in electronic devices.  In addition to being inexpensive, the 
benefits in electron transport gleaned from epitaxy could be immediately applicable to 
actual electronic devices.  Growth of epitaxial films on silicon however, is not a trivial 
matter.  This is in large part due to the reactivity of the silicon surface, prone to oxidation, 
forming a passivating layer of disordered amorphous SiOx in air.  Rigorous cleaning 
methods have been developed to produce clean, quasi-stable Si surfaces.  Most methods 
utilize the two step RCA method (also called Standard Clean 1 and 2, or shortened to 
SC1/SC2 in the literature), which was developed by Werner Kern for Radio Corp of 
America.105  The first step in this method removes organic contaminants utilizing an 
ammonium hydroxide and hydrogen peroxide solution, while the second step removes 
inorganic contaminants using a hydrochloric acid and hydrogen peroxide solution.  After 
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cleaning, the wafer is then placed in an HF solution to etch and remove the SiOx.  In 
addition to etching of the SiOx, HF and NH4F etches have been shown to produce H 
terminated Si surfaces which are atomically smooth106-110 and effective in preventing air 
oxidation for several days.111-113  Once the Si is cleaned and H terminated, deposition of 
epitaxial films has primarily been accomplished through vacuum techniques of molecular 
beam epitaxy,114-125 electron beam evaporation,126-128 thermal evaporation,129-132 pulsed 
laser deposition,133-135 as well as RF magnetron sputtering122, 136 and DC sputtering.137-138 
 Though few, electrodeposition of epitaxial films directly on Si has been 
accomplished.  Electrodeposition carries an increased challenge compared to vapor 
deposition because the Si surface, even when H terminated, oxidizes in a much shorter 
time scale in water than in air.113, 139-140  Again, oxidation produces a disordered 
amorphous SiOx thereby preventing epitaxial growth of the film. Thus, few example of 
aqueous electrodeposition of epitaxial films on Si are seen in the literature.  These 
examples are Au,95, 141-142 Cu, and Cu2O80, 143-144.  To prevent the oxidation of the Si 
surface Au and Cu are deposited at a potential more negative than the Si oxidation 
potential, thereby preventing the disordered SiOx from forming at the surface and 
allowing epitaxial deposition to occur. 
1.3.3. Epitaxial Lift-Off of Single-Crystal-Like Foils.  As has already been  
discussed, epitaxial films are particularly well suited for advanced electronics.  However, 
the use of ordered single crystal substrates incurs a higher manufacturing cost than a 
polycrystalline substrate, and the single crystal substrates are typically rigid.  Thus the 
burgeoning field of flexible electronics has largely centered on the use of polycrystalline 
metal foils and conductively coated plastics as substrates, foregoing the potential benefits 
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a single crystal or single-crystal-like substrate offers.  This being said, efforts have 
been made to develop methods of producing inexpensive, flexible, ordered substrates.  
One method which produces single-crystal-like substrates is through thermomechanical 
rolling of a polycrystalline metal.  This has been pioneered by Goyal and co-workers in a 
patented multi-step process of heating and rolling to produce single-crystal-like Ni and 
Cu ribbons or so called “rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates”.145-147  In addition 
to this fairly complex method, a simple electrochemical method has also been developed.  
In the electrochemical method an epitaxial film is deposited onto a sacrificial layer which 
is then be etched away to produce freestanding single-crystal-like foils.  This process, 
termed “epitaxial lift-off,” involving deposition, etching, and lift-off, can be repeated 
over and over again using the same single crystal substrate.  This was demonstrated by 
Chason and co-workers when they synthesized a single-crystal-like Ni foils by selectively 
etching a sacrificial Cu layer away from an epitaxial electrodeposited Ni|Cu|Ni stack.148  
Similarly, Switzer and co-workers have produced Au149 and Cu single-crystal-like foils 
through etching of a sacrificial SiOx layer grown between an epitaxial metal layer and the 
Si substrate. 
1.3.4. Characterization of Epitaxial Films and Single-Crystal-Like Foils. 
Crystallographic order is often determined by x-ray diffraction.  For powders, a simple 
symmetric 2θ scan is sufficient for material determination as it gives diffraction peaks 
and intensities characteristic of a certain material.  These peaks positions and intensities 
can be compared to those which are theoretically calculated based on the materials 
composition and crystal structure.  However, for a thin film or substrate which may be 
polycrystalline or single crystalline, the symmetric scan is insufficient to fully 
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characterize the material, because it probes only the planes which are parallel to the 
sample surface.  To determine the orientation and whether a material is textured or 
single-crystalline, x-ray pole figures are acquired.  A pole figure is a stereographic 
projection which plots the diffraction intensity from a certain atomic plane as a contour 
plot versus sample tilt (χ) and azimuthal angle (φ).  The plane being probed is chosen by 
fixing the x-ray source and detector to satisfy the respective Bragg angle for that plane.  
To construct the pole figure a series of tilt (χ) scans is acquired step-wise (typically 0-90°, 
with 3° step), each scan being collected by rotating the sample from 0-360° azimuthally.  
Thus a pole figure shows all instances which satisfy the Bragg condition three 
dimensionally, representing this information on a 2D plot.  For instance if a Cu(111) pole 
figure is to be acquired, the Bragg angle (2θ = 43.298° for a Cu Kα1 x-ray source) is set.  
Starting at χ = 0°, the sample is rotated from φ = 0-360°, the scan stored, then the sample 
is tilted to χ = 3° and again rotated about φ and recorded.  This process is repeated 
through χ = 90°.  For a single crystal, or single-crystal-like substrate, the pole figure 
would show a distinct spot pattern having a number of spots corresponding to the 
symmetry of the out-of-plane orientation located at a tilt angle equal to the angle between 
plane parallel to the surface of the sample and the plane being probed. In the case of a 
textured sample, this spot pattern would become a ring at the same tilt angle.  For a 
polycrystalline sample a low intensity, noisy plot would be collected as the planes are 
randomly oriented in-plane and out-of-plane.  Example patterns for Cu(111) pole on a 






Figure 1.3. Simulated Cu(111) pole figures for single crystal and textured Cu having an 
out-of-plane orientation of (100), (111), and (110). The concentric grid lines on the pole 
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ABSTRACT 
 Films of β-Co(OH)2 with a dense microcone morphology are electrodeposited at 
room temperature by reducing tris(ethylenediamine)cobalt(III) in alkaline solution. The 
synthesis exploits the fact that the kinetically-inert Co(III) complex of ethylenediamine 
(en) is 35 orders of magnitude more stable than the kinetically-la2bile Co(II) complex. 
[Co(en)3]3+ is therefore stable in alkaline solution, but [Co(en)3]2+ reacts with excess 
hydroxide ion to produce β-Co(OH)2. The electrodeposited β-Co(OH)2 is an active 
catalyst for the oxygen evolution reaction. Raman spectroscopy suggests that the surface 
of β-Co(OH)2 is converted to CoOOH at the potentials at which oxygen evolution occurs. 
 




Cobalt hydroxide, β-Co(OH)2, is a promising material for energy conversion and 
storage. It is a common additive in Ni-based rechargeable alkaline batteries.1 
Nanoarchitectured Co(OH)2 pseudocapacitors have shown a specific capacity as high as 
2800 F g–1 without significant deterioration upon cycling.2 Co(OH)2 is known as an earth-
abundant catalyst for the oxygen reduction3 and hydrogen evolution4 reactions. It is also 
an active catalyst for ozone and p-chloronitrobenzene decomposition in water.5 In 
addition, Co(OH)2 exhibits the giant reversible magnetocaloric effect, which makes it a 
promising candidate for low-temperature magnetic refrigeration applications.6 Co(OH)2 
can be oxidized electrochemically1, 4 to CoOOH, which is an excellent oxygen evolution 
reaction (OER) catalyst,4, 7 and it is used in room temperature CO sensors.8 Several other 
groups have shown that Co(OH)2 nanoplatelets can be electrodeposited using OH– that is 
generated by reduction of nitrate ions3, 9-11 Here, we introduce a method to electrodeposit 
crystalline β-Co(OH)2 films. Dense Co(OH)2 microcones are electrodeposited 
potentiostatically from a solution of 45 mM [Co(en)3]3+ (en, ethylenediamine) in 2 M 
NaOH (pH ≈ 14) at room temperature. We also show that the electrodeposited Co(OH)2 
is an active OER catalyst. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 
2.1. TRIS(ETHYLENEDIAMINE)COBALT(III) SYNTHESIS 
 [Co(en)3]Cl3 was synthesized using a literature procedure.12 One solution was 
prepared by dissolving 12 g of CoCl2·6H2O in 35 mL of water. Another solution was 
prepared by dissolving 6 mL of anhydrous ethylenediamine in 25 mL of water, cooled 
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down to 0 °C, and partially neutralized with 8.5 mL of 6 M HCl. Both solutions were 
mixed together, and 10 mL of 30% H2O2 was added while stirring the solution. The 
solution was boiled until it evaporated to a volume of approximately 60 mL. A volume of 
60 mL of 12 M HCl was added, followed by addition of 120 mL of ethanol. The solution 
was cooled to about 0 °C, and the precipitate, which is [Co(en)3]Cl3·1–3H2O, was filtered 
and washed with ice-cold ethanol. The final product was dried in air. 
2.2 DEPOSITION SOLUTION 
 The electrolyte used for deposition of Co(OH)2 was prepared by dissolving the 
appropriate amount of the as-synthesized [Co(en)3]Cl3 in 2 M NaOH to form a nominal 
45 mM concentration. 
2.3 ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS 
 The electrodeposition experiments were performed in 125 mL of electrolyte at 
room temperature in a standard three-electrode setup using a Brinkmann PGSTAT 30 
Autolab potentiostat. The electrolyte was stirred at a rate of 200 rpm with a magnetic 
stirrer. The in situ mass changes were monitored with a Stanford Research Systems 
QCM200 electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance (EQCM). A Ti, an Au rotating disc 
electrode (RDE), and an Au sputtered quartz were used as the working electrodes. A Pt 
mesh served as the counter electrode. The Ti and Au-RDE substrates were mechanically 
polished, sonicated in acetone, and rinsed with DI water prior to the experiments. 
The catalytic properties of the films for the OER were investigated in 1 M KOH 
solution at room temperature in a three-electrode cell using a Brinkmann PGSTAT 30 
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Autolab potentiostat. The deposit served as the working electrode and a Pt grid was the 
counter electrode. The OER experiments were performed on fresh layers immediately 
(after rinsing with DI water) after deposition. The potentials were corrected for the IR 
drop, which was determined by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. All potentials 
are referred with respect to the Ag/AgCl/KClsat reference electrode. 
2.4 CHARACTERIZATION  
 The films were characterized using a high-resolution Philips X-Pert MRD X-ray 
diffractometer (XRD) with a CuKα1 radiation source (λ = 1.54056 Å). XPS investigations 
were performed in a Kratos AXIS 165 spectrometer using monochromatic AlKα radiation 
energy (1486.6 eV). 
 Raman measurements were carried out using a Horiba Jobin-Yvon LabRam 
Aramis Microscope with a HeNe laser (λ = 633 nm) as the excitation source with an 
incident power of about 0.5 mW to minimize sample heating. The morphology of films 
was determined by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi S4700 
FESEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) in the contact mode (Digital Instruments 
Nanoscope III). 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
We exploit the well-known inorganic chemistry that Co(III) favors nitrogen 
ligands over oxygen ligands, whereas Co(II) favors oxygen ligands over nitrogen ligands. 
[Co(en)3]3+ is nearly 35 orders of magnitude more stable than [Co(en)3]2+. The formation 
constants for [Co(en)3]3+ and [Co(en)3]2+ are 1048.69 and 1013.94, respectively.13 Co(III) 
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complexes are also substitutionally inert, whereas Co(II) complexes are 
substitutionally labile in aqueous solution.14 Hence, [Co(en)3]3+ is stable in an alkaline 
solution, but [Co(en)3]2+ reacts with excess OH– to produce Co(OH)2. The formation 
constant of Co(OH)2 is 1014.96.15 
Figure 1a shows the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) measured on an Au electrode 
in the deposition solution (red) and in a solution of 45 mM [Co(en)3]3+ and 0.5 M 
ethylenediamine of pH 9 (blue).  The CV measured in the solution containing excess 
 
 
Figure 1. (a) CVs measured at an Au electrode in the Co(OH)2 deposition electrolyte 
(red) and 45 mM [Co(en)3]3+ and 0.5 M ethylenediamine electrolyte of pH 9 (blue) at 100 
mV s–1 scan rate. (b) CVs (blue) together with the corresponding mass changes (red) 
measured at an Au coated quartz crystal microbalance electrode in the deposition solution 
at 20 mV s–1 scan rate. The black arrows indicate the scan direction. 
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ethylenediamine (blue) shows quasireversible [Co(en)3]3+/2+ oxidation–reduction (eq 1) 
with a reduction peak at −0.525 VAg/AgCl and an oxidation peak at −0.39 VAg/AgCl. In 
contrast, the CV obtained in the deposition solution (red), with a large excess of OH–, 
shows irreversible behavior. A reduction peak at −0.55 VAg/AgCl is observed without the 
corresponding oxidation peak. At this potential, the mass also starts to increase (Figure 
1b, red), measured with an EQCM, due to the Co(OH)2 formation (eq 2). The deposition 
of Co(OH)2 occurs in the potential range of −0.5 to −1.1 VAg/AgCl. At more negative 
potentials Co is produced (eq 3), with a second peak in the CV at about −1.2 VAg/AgCl. 
 [Co(en)3]3+ + 𝑒𝑒− ⇄ [Co(en)3]2+    (1) [Co(en)3]2+ + 2OH− ⇄ Co(OH)2 ↓ +3en    (2) [Co(en)3]3+ + 3𝑒𝑒− → Co + 3en    (3) 
 
 Uniform pink films were deposited potentiostatically at −1 VAg/AgCl and room 
temperature on Ti electrodes. The deposition proceeds with 100% current efficiency 
(determined with the EQCM). Figure 2 shows the XRD pattern of the electrodeposited 
film. All reflections originating from the film can be assigned as β-Co(OH)2 with the 
brucite Mg(OH)2 layered structure with measured lattice parameters of a = b = 3.179 Å 
and c = 4.658 Å in 𝑃𝑃3�𝑚𝑚1 symmetry. The intensity of the (001) peak is higher than that of 
the (101), suggesting a preferred [001] growth direction. Figure 3 shows the X-ray 
photoemission (XPS) spectra of the as-deposited Co(OH)2 film in the Co2p (a) and O1s 
(b) binding energy ranges. The XPS spectrum of the film in the Co2p binding energy 
range exhibits five deconvolved peaks at 780.2, 782, 790, 796.3, and 802.3 eV (Figure 
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3a) which match Co(OH)2.16, 17 the O1s spectrum (Figure 3b) exhibits the main peak at 
531.2 eV, which corresponds to OH bonded to Co(II),(16, 18) and two additional low 
intensity peaks at 529.4 and 532.5 eV corresponding to CoO and structural water, 





Figure 2. XRD pattern of electrodeposited Co(OH)2. Co(OH)2 reflections are indicated in 









 Figure 4a,b shows SEM images of the Co(OH)2 film. The film consists of 
conical grains, which tend to align with the top disk surface parallel to the substrate. This 
morphology is very different than that of sparse, nanoplatelets electrodeposited via base 
generation.3, 9-11 A closer look at the sidewalls of the cones reveals that they grow with an 
onionskin-like morphology (Figure 4b). The growth of different cone layers terminates at 
the same height forming a very smooth surface with a roughness of only 1.3 nm, as 
determined by AFM (Figure 4c). 
 
 
Figure 4. Morphology of Co(OH)2 electrodeposited to a charge density of 0.6 C cm–2: 
(a,b) SEM images of the film and (c) AFM image of a flat disk surface. 
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 Electrodeposited Co(OH)2 is a potent catalyst for the OER. Linear sweep 
voltammograms (LSVs) at a scan rate of 1 mV s–1 on a Ti electrode (blue) and a 
Co(OH)2-coated Ti electrode (red) in unstirred 1 M KOH at room temperature are shown 
in Figure 5. The LSV measured on electrodeposited, crystalline Co3O4 film, which is an 
active OER catalyst,19 is also shown (black) because the surface chemistry of both 
materials during OER is similar. From Figure 5 it is apparent that the electrodeposited 
Co(OH)2 is an active catalyst for the OER. The onset of OER on Co(OH)2 is 0.51 VAg/AgCl 
which is about 50 mV higher than that measured on Co3O4. However, current densities, 
based on the geometry of the electrodes, are much higher on the Co(OH)2 film at more 




Figure 5. LSVs measured at 1 mV s–1 scan rate in 1 M KOH at electrodeposited Co(OH)2 
(red), crystalline Co3O4 (black), and uncoated Ti substrate (blue). 
 
 
 Figure 6 shows the initial CVs of the Co(OH)2 film at 1 mV s–1 in 1 M KOH. In 
the first anodic scan (black), two peaks are observed. The first high current density peak 
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(A1) at 0.25 VAg/AgCl is assigned to oxidation of Co(OH)2 to CoOOH (eq 4).2 The 
second peak (A2) at about 0.4 VAg/AgCl is attributed to the oxidation of CoOOH to CoO2 
(eq 5).2 No reduction peak corresponding to A1 was observed. The A1 peak current 
density reduces dramatically in the second scan and is not detected in the fifth scan 
indicating that the oxidation of Co(OH)2 to CoOOH is irreversible. This is in agreement 
with results published by other researchers that Co(OH)2 can be electrochemically 
oxidized to CoOOH.1 ,4 The analysis of the deposition and oxidation charges shows that 
approximately 7% of the film is oxidized. 
 
 
Figure 6. CVs of the Co(OH)2 showing the film oxidation peaks prior to the onset of 
OER. Voltammograms measured at 1 mV s–1 scan rate in 1 M KOH. 
 
 Co(OH)2 + OH− → CoOOH + H2O + 𝑒𝑒−   (4) CoOOH + OH− → CoO2 + H2O + 𝑒𝑒−   (5) 
 
 The film after OER experiments changes color from pink to black (Figure 7a). 
SEM investigations (not shown) did not reveal any morphological changes caused by 
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film oxidation. Also the XRD pattern of the oxidized film did not show dramatic 
changes. Only a shoulder to the (001) peak is observed (indicated with an arrow in Figure 
7b) which could be assigned to the CoOOH(003) reflection. Figure 7c shows Raman 
spectra of the as-deposited material (blue) and the film after OER experiments (red). The 
as-deposited film spectrum (blue) matches that of Co(OH)2.20 The spectrum of the 
oxidized film (red) has the characteristic shape of CoOOH,21-22 confirming the oxidation 
of Co(OH)2 to CoOOH. 
 
 
Figure 7. (a) Optical images of the Co(OH)2 film prior to and after OER experiments. (b) 
XRD patterns of the as-deposited Co(OH)2 film (blue) and the film after the OER 
experiments (red). (c) Raman spectra of as-deposited Co(OH)2 (blue) and the film after 




 We have shown that films of β-Co(OH)2 can be deposited by electrochemical 
reduction of [Co(en)3]3+ in alkaline solution at room temperature. The low deposition 
temperature and cathodic deposition is ideal for electrodepositing Co(OH)2 onto n-type 
semiconductor substrates. The as-deposited films are highly crystalline and do not require 
any further heat treatment. The β-Co(OH)2 films exhibit excellent catalytic activity 
toward OER in 1 M KOH, comparable to Co3O4. During OER, the surface of the material 
is oxidized to CoOOH, which is a conductive material,1 minimizing the IR drop due to 
the film resistivity. As only the surface of pink Co(OH)2 film oxidizes to black CoOOH, 
the film should not adsorb light as strongly as black Co3O4. This could prove to be 
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II. ELECTRODEPOSITION OF EPITAXIAL Co(OH)2 ON GOLD AND 
CONVERSION TO EPITAXIAL CoOOH AND Co3O4 
Caleb M. Hull,b) Jakub A. Koza,b) and Jay A. Switzera) 
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Department of Chemistry and Graduate 
Center for Materials Research, Rolla, MO 65409-1170, USA 
 
ABSTRACT 
 An electrodeposition method for growing epitaxial Co(OH)2 films on single 
crystalline gold (111), (100), and (110) substrates is described. The films were grown by 
electrochemical reduction of [Co(en)3]3+ in an alkaline electrolyte. The Co(OH)2 grew 
with a [0001] out-of-plane orientation on all the gold crystal orientations. The in-plane 
orientation follows the symmetry of the gold (111), (100), and (110) substrates. The 
Co(OH)2 can be converted to CoOOH by electrochemical oxidation in 1 M KOH at 
95 °C, and after conversion remains epitaxial with a [0001] out-of-plane orientation. The 
CoOOH film can be further converted to epitaxial Co3O4 with a [111] out-of-plane 
orientation by decomposition of the CoOOH film in air at 300 °C. This synthesis method 
allows for a simple fabrication of epitaxial catalysts and could be useful to probe the 




Replacement of precious metal catalysts with less expensive materials of similar 
activity is of high priority. Because cobalt is substantially less expensive, due to its 
relative earth abundance, much research is being conducted to replace these precious 
metal catalysts with cobalt derivatives.1-6 Cobalt oxides have been shown to be catalytic 
toward the oxygen evolution reaction (OER),7-10 and may be a useful substitute for the 
more expensive OER catalysts IrO2, RuO2, and PtO2.11-12  
Catalysis depends on the exposed surface of a material. Thus, different crystal 
orientations, having varied composition and morphology, have different catalytic 
activities toward a reaction.13-15 For spinel cobalt oxide the {111} family of planes shows 
the greatest activity toward the OER,15-17 as well as the oxygen reduction reaction.18-19 
We demonstrate a method to synthesize epitaxial Co3O4 with a [111] out-of-plane 
orientation as well as epitaxial Co(OH)2 and CoOOH with [0001] out-of-plane 
orientations. Synthesis begins with the electrodeposition of an epitaxial Co(OH)2 film. 
The Co(OH)2 film can then be converted through electrochemical oxidation to CoOOH or 
through thermal decomposition to Co3O4. Interestingly, while each cobalt material has a 
different crystal structure and a large decrease in volume per cobalt atom occurs as 
Co(OH)2 is converted into CoOOH and Co3O4, as shown in Figure 1, epitaxy is still 
maintained. To maintain epitaxy the film develops mesopores and micro-fissures within 
the converted films. The increased porosity could be advantageous for catalysis due to the 




Figure 1. Unit cells of cobalt hydroxide, oxyhydroxide, and oxide with space groups, cell 
parameters, and volume per cobalt atom. 
 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 
2.1. ELECTRODEPOSITION OF Co(OH)2 
Co(OH)2 films were deposited from an aqueous solution of 10 mM [Co(en)3]Cl3 
(where, en = ethylenediamine) in 2 M NaOH similar to the procedure described 
previously.20 The electrodeposition experiments were performed at room temperature in a 
standard three-electrode setup using a Brinkmann PGSTAT 30 Autolab potentiostat 
(Metrohm Autolab B.V., Utrecht, The Netherlands). Au single crystals of [111], [100], 
and [110] orientations were used as working electrodes. A Pt mesh served as the counter 
electrode. The single-crystalline Au substrates were electropolished in an electrolyte 
composed of 1:1:2 v/v 38% HCl:ethylene glycol:ethanol at 55 °C at an anodic current 
density of 1.5 A/cm2.21 The Co(OH)2 films were deposited at −1 V versus 
Ag/AgCl/KClsat., which served as the reference electrode. Films were deposited to a 
charge density of 0.5C cm−2. 
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2.2. FILM CONVERSION 
Co(OH)2 films were converted to CoOOH by anodic oxidation in 1 M NaOH at 
95 °C.7 The conversion was performed through cyclic voltammetry (CV) by scanning 
from the open circuit potential to 0.3 VAg/AgCl at a 10 mV/s scan rate for 20 cycles, similar 
to the procedure described previously.7 Thermal decomposition of CoOOH films to 
Co3O4 was done by heating the films in a 300 °C oven in air for 1.5 h.7  
2.3. CHARACTERIZATION 
The films were characterized using a high-resolution Philips X'Pert MRD X-ray 
diffractometer (XRD; FEI Company, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with a radiation 
source (λ = 1.54056 Å). The morphology of the films was studied by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM; Hitachi S-4700 FESEM, Hitachi Corp., Tokyo, Japan, and Helios 
Nanolab 600 FIB, FEI Company). 
3. RESULTS 
Cobalt hydroxide was electrochemically deposited onto Au single crystal 
substrates. Figure 2 shows XRD patterns for Co(OH)2 films deposited on Au single 
crystals of [111] (a), [100] (c), and [110] (e) orientations. Regardless of the substrate 
orientation, the films are highly textured, showing the {0001} peaks. As the substrate 
out-of-plane orientation does not affect the resulting out-of-plane order of the deposited 
film, the observed [0001] growth direction must be energetically favorable, as is also 
observed for electrodeposited zinc oxide.22 Since a strong preferred out-of-plane 
orientation was observed for the films, the in-plane orientation was probed to determine 
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whether the films are epitaxial or fiber textured. We probed the in-plane orientations by 
measuring pole figures. If the sample were epitaxial the resulting pole figure would have 
high intensity spots caused by a coordinated reflection from each crystal as each crystal is 
aligned. Whereas a sample having fiber texture would give a high intensity ring in the 
pole figure, because the crystals are rotated in a random fashion. Figure 2 shows pole 
figures for Co(OH)2 films deposited on Au(111) (b), (100) (d), and (110) (f) substrates. 
Irrespective of the substrate orientation, the pole figures have a spot pattern having tilt 
angle (ψ) of 40°. This is in agreement with the angle between the (0001) and planes (ψ = 
40.17°). The spot patterns indicate epitaxial growth of Co(OH)2 films. The pole figure 
measured for the film deposited on Au(111) substrate shows 6-fold symmetry [Figure 
2(b)]. While a 3-fold symmetric spot pattern is expected due to the crystal symmetry of 
Co(OH)2, there are two equivalent in-plane orientations in which the crystals can grow on 
the Au(111) substrate. These two in-plane orientations are rotated 180° relative to each 
other which results in two sets of three spots, with each alternating spot coming from 
opposite orientations. Thus six spots are obtained, each rotated by 60°. We determined 
the epitaxial relationship on Au(111) as Co(OH)2(0001) ∥Au(111) . The pole figure 
measured for the film deposited on Au(100) substrate has 12-fold symmetry with spots 
rotated by an angle of 30° [Figure 2(d)]. Again this can be explained, because there are 
four equivalent in-plane orientations that Co(OH)2 can grow on the Au(100) substrate, 
each rotated by 90°. Thus four sets of three spots are observed in the pole figure, each set 
rotated by 90°. The epitaxial relationship for the film deposited on Au(100) substrate was 
determined to be Co(OH)2(0001) ∥Au(100) 〈011〉. The pole figure for the film 
deposited on Au(110) substrate [Figure 2(f)] shows six spots just as the Au(111) 
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substrate. Again there are two equivalent in-plane orientations rotated by 180° which the 
Co(OH)2 can grow on the substrate. This is a result of the 2-fold symmetry of the 
Au(110) plane. While we observe six intense spots, there is also a low intensity ring 
indicative of some contribution of a fiber texture (random in-plane order of crystals). The 
epitaxial relationship for the film deposited on Au(110) substrate is Co(OH)2(0001) 
∥Au(110)〈001〉. 
 
Figure 2. XRD patterns and pole figures of Co(OH)2 deposited on Au(111) (a and b), 





Figure 3 shows SEM plan view images of the Co(OH)2 films deposited on 
Au(111) (a), Au(100) (b), and Au(110) (c) substrates. The films all have a similar 
morphology. As already reported for the [0001] textured films deposited on Au coated 
glass substrate,7 the films consist of conical grains having flat faces exposed. The 
majority of grains are oriented with the flat faces parallel to the substrate. However, the 
film deposited on Au(110) substrate has a number of cones which are tilted [Figure 3(c)]. 
In all cases, the films consist of features with flat surfaces and nearly round microcones 
that do not show the expected faceting. This suggests that the microcones consist of 
smaller nanometer-scale crystallites that assemble into this microcone morphology. We 
note that the initial deposits of Co(OH)2 show faceted hexagonal nanograins in the atomic 
force microscope (image not shown). 
 
Figure 3. Plan view SEM micrographs of Co(OH)2 films deposited on Au(111) (a), 
Au(100) (b), and Au(110) (c) single crystals. 
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To probe the mosaic spread of the epitaxy we measured rocking curves at the 
(0001) Co(OH)2 peak (Figure 4). The films deposited on Au(111) (black) and Au(100) 
(blue) show relatively sharp peaks of full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 2.0° and 
1.5°, respectively. However, the film deposited on Au(110) substrate has a FWHM of 
4.0° (red in Figure 4), twice as broad as on the other substrates. This means that there is a 
larger mosaic spread for the film on Au(110) substrate, which is in agreement with the 
tilted cones observed by SEM [Figure 3(c)]. 
 
 
Figure 4. X-ray rocking curves measured at (0001) peak for Co(OH)2 films deposited on 
Au(111) (black), Au(100) (blue), and Au(110) (red). The full width at half maximum 
(FWHM) are as indicated. 
 
We modeled the Co(OH)2/Au interfaces for the different substrate orientations. 
Figure 5 shows the interface model of Co(OH)2(0001) on Au(111) (a), Au(100) (b), and 
Au(110) (c) oriented according to the epitaxial relationships determined from pole 
figures. A Moiré pattern in the interface model for Co(OH)2(0001) on Au(111) can be 
seen giving a coincident site lattice (CSL) in the shape of an equilateral triangle of 11 Co 
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atoms along the [112�0], [21�1�0], [1�210]and directions. The CSL results in a lattice 
mismatch of only 0.028%. The CSL of Co(OH)2(0001) on Au(100) forms a rectangle 
having again 11 cobalt atoms on each side. The lattice mismatch for the CSL is 0.3% 
along the direction and 0.03% along the direction. The smallest CSL is found for 
Co(OH)2(0001) on Au(110), however it had the largest mismatch. The CSL in this case 
also has a rectangular shape having 4 Co atoms along direction with a mismatch of 1.07% 
and 11 Co atoms along direction with a mismatch of 0.03%. The lattice mismatch of 
1.07% for Co(OH)2(0001) on Au(110), highest among other substrates, could be 
responsible for the increased mosaic spread observed in this system. 
As we previously reported, it is possible to oxidize Co(OH)2 films to either 
CoOOH or Co3O4 by electrochemical and thermal means.7 It has also been shown that 
conversion of cobalt hydroxide to higher oxides does not always cause a change in 
morphology.23-25 Xu et al. report that conversion of β-Co(OH)2 to Co3O4 via thermal 
decomposition in air results in Co3O4 with morphologies dependent on the Co(OH)2 
starting material.26 They further reported a decrease in crystallite size and subsequent 
increase in porosity in the decomposed sample. This is not only observed in 
polycrystalline samples, but in single crystals as well. Lou et al. synthesized single crystal 
nano-needles of β-Co(OH)2, which remained single crystalline after decomposition to 





Figure 5. Interface models of Co(OH)2(0001) on Au(111) (a) Au(100) (b), and Au(110) 
(c). Only Co atoms are shown for Co(OH)2 as blue spheres. The Au atoms are shown as 
yellow spheres. Co(OH)2(0001) unit cell is indicated in blue, and Au unit cells are 
highlighted in yellow. The CSLs are drawn in red. Insets show the directions in 




We hypothesized that if one started with epitaxial Co(OH)2 films, one could 
produce both epitaxial CoOOH and epitaxial Co3O4 films. We tested this hypothesis by 
oxidizing a Co(OH)2 film deposited on Au(100) single crystal substrate. The film was 
first oxidized electrochemically. The XRD pattern of the oxidized film shown in Figure 
6(a), is assigned to trigonal CoOOH with only {0001} reflections present. This once 
again shows the high level of out-of-plane order of the film upon oxidation. A slight 
broadening of the sample peaks is also observed, which could be due to a decrease in 
crystallite size. The CoOOH pole figure is shown in Figure 6(b). It has a spot pattern, 
indicating in-plane order in the film. The CoOOH pole figure shows 12 spots separated 
by 30° at a ψ angle of 47° in agreement with the angle between (0001) and planes of 
CoOOH (ψ = 46.81°). We have shown previously that the conversion starts at the 
film/electrolyte interface.7 Thus the four orientations of Co(OH)2 are maintained in the 
CoOOH film resulting in twelve spots just as in the pole figure for Co(OH)2 on Au(100) 
[Figure 2(e)]. The epitaxial relationship is CoOOH(0001) ∥Au(100)〈011〉. The 
CoOOH film was annealed in air at 300 °C. Decomposition through thermal means 
produced Co3O4, which displayed only reflections of the {111} planes in the XRD 
pattern [Figure 6(c)]. This shows the conversion of trigonal CoOOH to the cubic spinel 
structure of Co3O4. Again peak broadening was observed, just as with the oxidation of 
Co(OH)2 to CoOOH. The Co3O4(220) pole showed a distinct 12 spot pattern with the 
spots separated by 30° at a ψ angle of 35° corresponding to the angle between (111) and 
(220) planes in the spinel structure of Co3O4 (ψ = 35.26°). Twelve spots are due to the 
combination of 3-fold symmetry of the Co3O4(111) plane with the 4-fold Au(100) 
substrate. The epitaxial relationship was determined as Co3O4(111) ∥Au(100)〈001〉. 
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This is the same epitaxial relationship we previously reported for the directly deposited 




Figure 6. XRD patterns and pole figures of CoOOH converted by anodic oxidation of 
Co(OH)2 (a and b) and Co3O4 thermally decomposed from CoOOH (c and d). 
 
 
The interface models for the converted films are shown in Figure 7. The CoOOH 
and Co(OH)2 both grow with the [0001] direction perpendicular to the substrate. Hence 
they have a hexagonal basal plane parallel to the surface, and therefore we can calculate 
the lattice mismatch of a single unit cell. The lattice mismatch for a single CoOOH(0001) 
unit cell overlaid on the Co(OH)2(0001) unit cell gives a mismatch of −10.15% [Figure 
7(a)]. However, if we expand the surface net a clear Moiré pattern is seen, giving a CSL 
in the shape of an equilateral triangle of 10 Co atoms along , , and directions. This CSL 
reduces the mismatch to only −0.16%. The Co3O4(111) on Au(100) interface model is 




Figure 7. (a) Interface model of CoOOH(0001) on Co(OH)2(0001). Small blue spheres 
stand for Co atoms on CoOOH(0001) plane and blue spheres represent Co atoms on the 
Co(OH)2(0001) plane. (b) Interface model of Co3O4(111) on Au(100). Only Co atoms are 
shown for Co3O4 as blue spheres. The Au atoms are shown as yellow spheres. 
CoOOH(0001) unit cell is shown with red dashed line. Co(OH)2(0001) and Co3O4(111) 
unit cells are indicated with blue dashed lines, and Au(100) unit cell is highlighted in 
yellow. The CSLs are drawn in green. 
 
 
As previously mentioned, peak broadening was observed in the XRD patterns 
after each conversion, suggesting decreasing crystallite size. Using the Williamson–Hall 
analysis (Figure 8) the lattice strain (Δd/d) and crystallite size (t) was calculated.28 The 
Williamson–Hall equation: 




relates the peak broadening to the strain in the crystal, which when graphed versus , gives 
a slope equal to the crystal strain and a Y-intercept which is a rearrangement of the 
Scherrer equation (where K is the dimensionless shape factor (0.94), λ is the wave length 
of the x-ray). Note that the x-ray measurements probe the size and strain of the entire film 
on the Au single-crystal substrates. As expected, the as-deposited Co(OH)2 films had 
little to no strain, with a Δd/d = 0.0%. The as-deposited film also had the largest 
crystallite size of 42 nm. The CoOOH films exhibited the greatest strain (the steepest 
slope in Figure 8) with a Δd/d = 0.6% and a crystallite size of 31 nm. The Co3O4 film 
showed decreased strain of 0.4% compared to the CoOOH film. The crystallite size of the 
Co3O4 was the smallest with a size of 14 nm. The release of strain in Co3O4 is most likely 
observed due to the elevated temperature during decomposition (300 °C). While the 
temperature is well below the decomposition point of Co3O4 (895 °C),29 it could be high 
enough to release some of the strain. 
 
 
Figure 8. Williamson–Hall analysis of as-deposited Co(OH)2 film (black spheres), 




Figure 9 shows the plan view (a, c, and e) and cross-sectional (b, d, and f) SEM 
images of the film before and after each conversion step. The films after each step of the 
conversion retain the conical-like grain shape, as we previously reported for the textured 
films.7 The as-deposited material shows no cracks on the surface of the cones [Figure 
9(a)] and no porosity in the bulk of the cones [Figure 9(b)]. However, after 
electrochemical conversion to CoOOH both surface cracks [Figure 9(c)] and porosity 
inside the cones [Figure 9(d)] develop. The size and number of surface cracks [Figure 
9(e)] as well as porosity [Figure 9(f)] continue to increase after thermal decomposition to 
Co3O4. In this case a significant surface roughening is also seen [inset of Figure 9(e)]. 
This effect was reported for decomposition of single crystalline CoOOH nano-needles to 
Co3O4 nano-needles as well.27 The nano-needles retained their original geometry and 
were still single crystalline, but a nanoporosity developed,27 similar to the results we 
observed. 
The nanoporosity can be explained based on the shrinkage of the film due to the 
structure changes. Comparing the crystal structure of Co(OH)2 to that of CoOOH and 
Co3O4 reveals that, upon conversion, the volume occupied per cobalt atom decreases 
(Figure 1). Co(OH)2, which has a trigonal space group changes to a space group of when 
oxidized to CoOOH. However, upon decomposition to Co3O4 the entire crystal system 
changes, adopting the cubic symmetry. This is accompanied by an almost 2-fold 
shrinkage of the unit cell volume calculated per Co atom. Experimentally this induces 
strain, increases porosity, and results in creation of micro-fissures through the crystallites. 
The formation of nanopores and cracks allows maintenance of the cone-like grain 
morphology despite the large film volume shrinkage. This is analogous to the results 
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reported for the single-crystalline CoOOH nano-needles.27 Both the increased strain and 
increased porosity could enhance the catalytic activity of the CoOOH. 
 
 
Figure 9. SEM images of the surface (left column) and cross-section (right column) of the 
as-deposited Co(OH)2 (a and b), after electrochemical conversion to CoOOH (c and d), 
and CoOOH oxidized to Co3O4 (e and f). The inset in (e) is the magnified surface area 





We have shown that epitaxial Co(OH)2 films can be electrodeposited on Au single 
crystals. Deposits grow in the [0001] out-of-plane direction independent of the substrate 
orientation. However, the in-plane orientation is determined by the gold crystal 
orientation. Films develop a cone-like microstructure and are uniform with very flat 
surfaces and negligible strain. 
Co(OH)2 can be converted to CoOOH by electrochemical oxidation, which after 
conversion remains epitaxial with a [0001] out-of-plane orientation. The CoOOH film 
can be further converted to epitaxial Co3O4 with a [111] out-of-plane orientation by 
thermal decomposition in air. Williamson–Hall analysis revealed that after 
electrochemical oxidation of Co(OH)2 to CoOOH the strain in the film increases and the 
crystallite size decreases. Thermal decomposition of CoOOH to Co3O4 leads to a 
reduction of strain in the film and a further decrease in the crystallite size. 
The film after each conversion step retains the micro-cone morphology despite 
the fact that the cell volume per cobalt atom is decreased nearly 2-fold after converting 
from Co(OH)2 to Co3O4. As a result the films develop increased porosity and micro-
fissures. 
This method allows for a simple fabrication of epitaxial catalysts with Co 
oxidation states of II, III, or a mixture of II and III, depending on the catalyst need. The 
converted films have the added benefit of increased surface area due to the inherent 
porosity caused by conversion. Thanks to the epitaxial growth, the catalytic activity of 
separate crystal planes toward different chemical reactions could be probed. One such 
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reaction would be the OER, which is a critical reaction in realizing economical solar 
hydrogen production. 
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ABSTRACT 
 A two potential step electrodeposition technique is described which gives 
epitaxial films of Cu(100) on n-Si(100).  Nucleation of epitaxial seeds occurs at -1.5 
VAg/AgCl, while the film is grown at -0.5 VAg/AgCl.  Cu deposition occurs with an 82.0% 
Faradaic efficiency as determined spectrophotometrically.  Epitaxy is achieved through a 
45° in-plane rotation of the Cu with respect to the Si, which is shown by x-ray analysis.  
The 45° rotation reduces the lattice mismatch from ‑33.43% for an unrotated film to 
‑5.86% for a 45° rotated film.  Mosaicity, as determined via x-ray rocking curves, 
decreases with increasing thickness, going from a full width at half maximum of 3.99° 
for a 30 nm thick film to 1.67° for a 160 nm thick film.  This translates to an increasing 




amorphous SiOx interlayer between the Cu and Si.  Etching of the SiOx with 5% HF 
allows for epitaxial lift-off of the copper film giving a single-crystal-like Cu(100) foil.  
Cu(100) films and single-crystal-like foils have potential use as catalysts for CO2 
reduction, substrates for technologically important materials like spintronic multilayer 
magnetic stacks and high temperature superconductors, and as active surfaces towards 
galvanic replacement by platinum group elements.  Additionally, the foils could be used 
as single-crystal-like substrates for flexible electronics. 
KEYWORDS: electrodeposition,epitaxy, copper, silicon, single-crystal, foil. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Epitaxial films of copper (Cu) offer an ordered substrate at a lower cost than Cu 
single crystals.  To date, epitaxial films of Cu have been deposited on silicon (Si) through 
vacuum techniques of thermal evaporation,1 ion beam evaporation,2 molecular beam 
epitaxy,3-6 and magnetron sputtering.7-8  However, epitaxial Cu films on Si by 
electrochemical means has yet to be accomplished.  Electrodeposition offers a highly 
scalable deposition process which gives a comparable level of control over film thickness 
as vacuum deposition, but at a lower capital cost.  The applied potential in 
electrodeposition provides a level of control that is not available to either vapor 
deposition or to other solution deposition methods. The potential can be used to select 
which species will be oxidized or reduced in a multicomponent system, and to control the 
rate of that redox reaction. In addition, when depositing on lithographically patterned 
substrates, electrodeposition fills only the patterned area rather than covering the entire 
surface.  This eliminates the need for a secondary step to remove the unwanted deposited 
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material.  However, epitaxial electrodeposition of a metal on silicon is not trivial.  In fact, 
the only example of direct epitaxial electrodeposition of any metal film on Si is that of 
Au, being pioneered by Allongue and co-workers,9-10  and further studied by Switzer et 
al.11  The difficulty in epitaxial electrodeposition on Si is due to the propensity of Si to 
oxidize, reacting quickly with the aqueous electrolyte to form a disordered surface layer 
of amorphous SiOx.  Allongue and co-workers,9-10 prevented the oxidation of Si by 
depositing gold at a potential more negative than the potential at which Si oxidizes.  
Here, we detail a two potential step electrochemical nucleation and growth method to 
produce epitaxial Cu(100) films on Si(100).  Through a simple chemical etch and lift-off 
procedure, epitaxial Cu(100) films are removed from the Si substrate producing free-
standing, single-crystal-like foils suitable as substrates for ordered flexible electronics. 
Epitaxial films of Cu have found use as substrates for spintronic devices,12-18 and 
could also be useful as substrates for high temperature superconducting materials.19-21  
Key electrochemical reactions utilizing Cu catalysts such as the reduction of CO2 to 
fuels22-24 could also benefit from epitaxial Cu(100) films, because they could provide 
access to the most active atomic plane. For instance, the Cu(100) surface has shown 
greater activity than the Cu(111) surface towards electroreduction of CO2 to ethylene25-27 
and the direct hydrogenation of CO2 to methanol.28 
Epitaxial lift-off is accomplished in this work through selective etching of an 
interfacial amorphous SiOx that forms during Cu growth.  After etching in 5% HF the Cu 
film is adherent enough to facilitate rinsing, drying, and application of an adhesive.  The 
film is removed by peeling the adhesive substrate, with the Cu foil, off of the Si.  Single-
crystal-like Cu foils could be useful as a highly ordered flexible substrate in much the 
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same way as the rolling assisted biaxially textured substrates (RABiTS) developed by 
Goyal et al.29  The vast research on RABiTS in applying buffer layers,30-32 depositing 
high temperature superconductors,33-34 and use in photovoltaics35 should be directly 
applicable to these single-crystal-like Cu foils.  The versatility and high crystalline order 
could allow Cu single-crystal-like foils to pave the way to inexpensive, flexible, 
advanced electronic devices. 
2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 
2.1. ELECTROCHEMICAL METHODS 
Cu was deposited from a pH 3 electrolyte containing 2 mM CuSO4, 0.1 M K2SO4, 
and 1 mM H2SO4.  During deposition the solution was kept at room temperature and 
stirred at 250 RPM with a magnetic stir bar.  The n-Si(100) was prepared by first 
cleaning the wafer via the RCA standard method, breaking the wafer into roughly 1 cm2 
pieces, applying GaIn eutectic to form an ohmic back contact, attaching a silver wire with 
Silver Print II (GC Electronics), and then electrically isolating the back contact with 
Apiezon Type W wax.  Before deposition, the n-Si(100) electrode was etched in 5% HF 
for 20 s to give an H-Si surface.  The electrode was pre-polarized at -1.5 VAg/AgCl and 
plunged into the electrolyte for 2 s, after which the potential was raised to -0.5 VAg/AgCl 
and held until the desired thickness of Cu was achieved.  A three electrode setup having a 
platinum wire counter electrode and a Ag/AgCl/KClsat reference electrode was utilized.  
Deposition was carried out using either a Princeton Applied Research PARSTAT 2273 or 
a Brinkmann PGSTAT 30 Autolab potentiostat. 
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Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was acquired at a 3 mm diameter copper coated 
gold rotating disk electrode (Metrohm Autolab RDE-2) at a rotation rate of 1000 RPM.  
The potential was scanned from an open circuit potential of about 0.0 VAg/AgCl to -1.6 
VAg/AgCl at a scan rate of 25 mV/s. 
Electrochemical quartz microbalance measurements (EQCM) were acquired with 
a Seiko EG&G quartz crystal analyzer QCA917.  The quartz crystal resonator was a 
platinum sputtered 9 MHz AT-cut quartz crystal electrode having an active area of 0.2 
cm2. 
Spectrophotometric determination of the Faradaic efficiency for Cu 
electrodeposition was accomplished using an Agilent 4200 MP-AES.  The Cu content 
was determined by dissolving the deposited film in nitric acid and analyzing the resulting 
solution for Cu. 
2.2 CHARACTERIZATION 
X-ray diffraction data was acquired by a Philips X-Pert MRD x-ray diffractometer 
(XRD). 2θ scans were acquired using a 2-bounce hybrid monochromator (PW3147/00) 
with a 0.18° parallel plate collimator (PW3098/18) attached to a proportional detector 
(PW3011/20).  Rocking curves were acquired with the same 2-bounce hybrid 
monochromator using a rocking curve diffracted beam optics (PW3120/60) in 
conjunction with the proportional detector.  Pole figures were acquired using an 
adjustable crossed slits collimator (PW3084/62) with a 0.27° parallel plate collimator 
(PW3098/27) having a flat crystal monochromator (PW3121/00) attached to a 
proportional detector.  Interface models were constructed using VESTA 3.4.0 software. 
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Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was accomplished with a FEI Tecnai 
F20 TEM and FEI Tecnai F30 Twin TEM.  The sample was cross-sectioned for TEM 
analysis by ion milling in a FEI Helios Nanolab 600 DualBeam microscope. 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was accomplished using a Phi 5000 
Versaprobe II with argon sputtering. 
3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
 The electrolyte was examined by LSV to determine the potentials to apply for 
electrodeposition of Cu (Figure 1).  An LSV of an electrolyte with Cu was compared to 
an electrolyte without Cu.  In both LSVs regions II and III are present.  Region II is due 
to proton reduction followed directly by water reduction in region III.  However, the 
reduction in region I is present solely in the Cu containing electrolyte. Region I 
represents the reduction of Cu2+ to Cu0 beginning very close to the standard reduction 
potential for Cu.  There is also a slight increase in cathodic current around -0.3VAg/AgCl 
due to the reduction of dissolved oxygen, which is seen in both solutions.  Epitaxial 
deposition utilizes a short nucleation pulse in region III at -1.5 VAg/AgCl for 2 s followed 
by growth of the film in region I at -0.5 VAg/AgCl. Ideally deposition of Cu films would 
occur at a potential within region III.  This being analogous to gold deposition, where 
deposition occurs at a potential more negative than the Si oxidation, thereby preventing 
its oxidation.9-11  However, unlike gold, Cu does not appear to grow on Si at such high 
overpotentials.  This is evidenced by Figure 2A, which shows the 2θ scan for a Si 










Figure 2. 2θ XRD pattern for deposition at -1.5 V for 1 hr (A), -0.5 V for 10 min (B), and 
stepped from -1.5 V for 2 s to -0.5 V for 10 min (C). 
 
 
Epitaxial deposition was then attempted at -0.5 VAg/AgCl.  The resulting Cu deposit 
was visually smooth and mirror like.  However, as shown in Figure 2B, the film is 
polycrystalline giving all the major reflections for Cu.  This was true even if the electrode 
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was pre-polarized before submerging into the electrolyte.  Deposition at a Pt EQCM 
electrode gave similar results with very little deposition of Cu occurring at -1.5 VAg/AgCl, 
while significant deposition occurs at -0.5 VAg/AgCl (See Figure S1 in the Supporting 
Information).  The Cu which did deposit at -1.5VAg/AgCl was powdery and adhered poorly, 
typical for a metal deposited at large overpotentials.36  This phenomenon, where metal 
deposition is retarded or terminated at high overpotential, has been documented for Pt 
deposition as well.  Moffat and co-workers describe this phenomenon and utilize this 
terminated growth to electrochemically grow Pt monolayer by monolayer.37  They 
attribute the termination to a HUPD blocking layer that forms on top of the deposited Pt.37  
Cu deposition may terminate in a similar manner.  In addition, it is well documented that 
significant reconstruction occurs at a Cu electrode during H2 evolution, due to H 
intercalation at the Cu surface.38-40  Rearrangement and intercalation could also play a 
role in halting the further deposition of Cu.  Regardless of the mechanism, deposition of 
Cu does not occur in region III.  Finally, a two-step nucleation and growth method was 
developed, which gives epitaxial films of Cu(100) on Si(100).  The two-step method 
utilizes a short 2s pulse at -1.5 VAg/AgCl to nucleate the substrate, followed by growth 
at -0.5 VAg/AgCl.  The epitaxial film grows with a [100] out-of-plane orientation as shown 
in the 2θ XRD pattern. (Figure 2C) 
The Faradaic efficiency of this two-step method was measured based on the total 
charge passed versus the total Cu content within the film. The average Faradaic 
efficiency was 82.0%, giving a thickness of 300 nm of Cu for every 1 C/cm2 of cathodic 
charge (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information) for a fully dense film.  The in-plane 
ordering was probed with a (111) pole figure for both the Cu film and the Si substrate 
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(Figure 3).  The Si(111) pole (Figure 3A) shows four intense spots at a tilt angle (χ) of 
54o.  This corresponds to the 4-fold symmetry of the (100) plane and the angle between 
the (100) and (111) planes of 54.74o.  The (111) pole figure of the Cu (Figure 3B) shows 
this same 4-fold symmetric spot pattern at χ= 54o revealing that the Cu film (Figure 3B) 
indeed grows epitaxially. 
 
Figure 3. (111) pole figures for Si substrate (A) and Cu film (B).  The concentric grid 
lines on the pole figures correspond to 30° increments of the tilt angle, χ. 
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In addition to the 4 main intensity spots, four spots occur at χ = 15° and eight 
spots at χ = 77°.  These low intensity spots arise from a small amount of the (1�22) 
orientation, which is the result of twinning along {111} slip planes.  This type of 
twinning is a known phenomenon for face-centered-cubic metals,41 and has been 
observed in vapor deposited Cu films as well.1, 8  Chen et al. used the peak ratios within 
the pole figure to quantify the amount of twinning.1  Following this analysis the 
electrochemically deposited Cu films shown here have a twinning of 0.9%, which is a 
nearly ten-fold reduction compared to the 8.2% twin ratio1 found in the thermally 
evaporated film.  Further description of twinning and its manifestation in the pole figures 
is described in the Supporting Information (Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) 
Azimuthal scans were acquired by setting the 2θ equal to the (111) reflection for 
Si and Cu respectively and tilting to χ = 54.74o (Figure 4).  The scans were then recorded 
as the sample was rotated from 0-360o azimuthally.  By overlaying the Cu azimuthal with 
the Si azimuthal, it is clear that the Cu is rotated in-plane by 45o with respect to the Si 
substrate giving an epitaxial relationship of Cu(100)[001] ∥ Si(100)[011].  A simple 
graphical depiction of the 45° in-plane rotation is shown in Figure 4. 
The rotational epitaxy can be explained by comparing the lattice match between 
an unrotated Cu lattice on a Si lattice versus that of a rotated Cu lattice (Figure 5).  The 
mismatch between an unrotated lattice of Cu (100) and Si (100) is -33.43%, whereas for 




Figure 4. Azimuthal scan of Cu(111) (red) and Si(111) (black) at χ = 54.74o with 




Figure 5. Interface models of Cu (100) (orange) on Si (100) (grey) with Cu rotated in 
plane by 0o (A) and 45 o (B)6 
 
Rocking curves on the Cu(200) were performed to quantify the mosaic spread 
(Figure 6).  The standard deviation of the mosaic spread is related to the FWHM (full 
width at half maximum) of the rocking curve.  For a Gaussian distributed rocking curve 
having FWHM = 2�2 ln(2)𝛼𝛼, where 𝛼𝛼 is the standard deviation of the mosaic spread.  
Thus the sharper the peak, the lower the mosaic spread.  As seen by other workers, the 
crystallinity improved with increasing Cu thickness.7, 11  The FWHM for a 30 nm thick 
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film was 3.99°, whereas for a 160 nm thick film the FWHM was only 1.66°.  While this 
is much larger than the 0.018° measured FWHM (Figure S3 of Supporting Information) 
for the Si substrate, it is comparable to Cu films made via vacuum techniques.7 
 
 
Figure 6. X-ray rocking curves of Cu(400) for a 160 nm thick film (solid) and a 30 nm 
thick film (dashed). 
 
A tilt scan from χ = 0-90° was performed at a 2θ of 43.298o (Figure S4 of 
Supporting Information).  As in the 2θ x-ray diffraction pattern, no discernible peak from 
the Cu(111) reflection is observed.  The Cu(111) reflection should manifest itself at χ = 
0o.  Only reflections from Cu(100) at χ = 53.9o and Cu(1�22) at χ = 15.90 are apparent.  
The FWHM of the Cu(100) reflection is 3.56o . 
Cross sectional TEM was used to analyze the Cu film.  The bright field image 
(Figure 7A) shows a uniform film of Cu that is approximately 120 nm thick.  The inset of 
Figure 7A shows the combined electron diffraction patterns for the Cu film and Si 
substrate.  The pattern was taken by aligning the electron beam so that equal portions of 
Cu and Si were probed.  Figure 7B represents the convergent beam diffraction of only the 
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Cu film, whereas Figure 7C is the selected area diffraction pattern of the Si.  A high 
resolution bright field image was acquired (Figure 7D), which allowed the measurement 
of the interplanar distance for both the deposited Cu and Si substrate.  The measured 
values were 3.58 Å for the Cu and 5.44 Å for the Si.  These values are in agreement with 
a [100] out-of-plane growth direction.  The high resolution image also shows an 
approximately 2 nm thick amorphous layer separating the Cu from the Si (Figure 7D).  
The composition of the amorphous layer was probed using electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS), as shown in Figure 7E.  Cu is initially observed as the sample is 
scanned from top to bottom.  As the scan crosses into the interfacial layer the Cu signal 
disappears, and a signal from both oxygen (O) and Si appear.  As the scan continues 
through the interfacial layer and into the Si, the O signal disappears with Si remaining. 
The presence of an oxide layer is corroborated by XPS depth profiling (Figure 
S5A of the Supporting Information).  In addition, the XPS Si 2p spectrum (Figure S5B of 
the Supporting Information) shows the appearance and disappearance of a peak at a 
binding energy of 103.5 eV, corresponding to Si bonded with O.  Thus there is definitely 
an interfacial SiOx layer. 
 While an amorphous SiOx interlayer is present, it is worth noting the data does not 
rule out the presence of a silicide.  In the XPS depth profiling (Figure S5 in the 
Supporting Information) as well as the EELS spectrum (Figure 7E), signal from Cu 
appears through or at the tail end of the O signal.  While this may be due to noise in the 
EELS spectrum or uneven milling in the XPS depth profiling, indications of a second 




Figure 7. Bright field TEM cross-section of Cu film on Si (A) with corresponding 
selected area electron diffraction pattern (inset).  Convergent beam diffraction pattern for 
Cu film along [100] zone axis (B).  Selected area diffraction pattern of Si substrate along 
[110] zone axis (C). High resolution bright field image of the Cu and Si interface (D)  
HAADF STEM image of interface (top) with EELS line scan spectrum showing 
composition (bottom) (E). 
 
In both the low resolution and high resolution bright field images (Figure 7A and 
D), as well as the HAADF image (Figure 7E) there is a region having a difference in 
contrast between the amorphous SiOx layer and the bulk Si.  This layer appears 
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crystalline in the high resolution bright field image, and may very well be a silicide, as is 
observed in some vacuum deposited Cu films.2, 5, 8, 42  If it is a silicide, it is likely to have 
formed after deposition, as it is well known that Cu can diffuse rapidly through SiOx and 
penetrate into Si.43-45  This is why a Cu blocking layer of TiN is commonly deposited 
between Si and Cu in integrated circuit metallization.46-48 
From the totality of the information presented, a proposed mechanism of epitaxial 
growth during this two potential step method has been developed.  The mechanism is 
depicted in Figure 8 and described in the following.  Under the initial 2 s pulse at -
1.5 VAg/AgCl the H-Si surface is protected from oxidation (Figure 8A and B), allowing the 
nucleation of epitaxial Cu seeds (Figure 8B).  Growth of the seeds is quenched for a 
reason which necessitates further study, until the potential is raised to -0.5 VAgAgCl.  At 
this point two things occur simultaneously, the Si oxidizes forming a thin layer of SiOx 
(Figure 8C), while the epitaxial Cu seeds grow (Figure 8C) eventually coalescing into an 
epitaxial film (Figure 8D).  Growth and coalescence of the Cu film on top of the SiOx is 
analogous to the epitaxial lateral overgrowth technique used in CVD49 and liquid phase 
epitaxy processes.50  Epitaxial lateral overgrowth reduces strain from lattice mismatch 
giving epitaxial films which have fewer number of dislocations and higher quality than 
those grown directly on the substrate.50 
 The interfacial oxide layer which forms during deposition is beneficial in that it 
allows for simple epitaxial lift-off of the Cu film to produce flexible single-crystal-like 
Cu foils.  This is similar to our previous work on the epitaxial lift-off of gold foils.51  
Simply immersing the film in 5% HF for 30 s is sufficient to facilitate separation of the 
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film from the substrate, while still being adherent enough to allow rinsing, drying, and 
the attachment of an adhesive. 
 
 
Figure 8. Schematic of proposed deposition mechanism.  (A) Silicon pre-polarized at -1.5 
VAg/AgCl prior to deposition.  (B) 2 s pulse at -1.5 VAg/AgCl to deposit epitaxial Cu seeds 
without SiOx formation.  (C) Growth at -0.5 VAg/AgCl causing rapid growth of ~2 nm 
thick SiOx and lateral overgrowth of Cu.  (D) Continued lateral overgrowth of Cu until 
coalescence and thickening of film under continued potentiostatic deposition. 
 
 
 The Cu film is then detached by peeling it away from the Si substrate (Figure 9A).  
The resultant single-crystal-like Cu foil has reflections solely from the {100} family in 
the 2θ diffraction pattern (Figure 9B), and the Cu(111) pole figure again shows four high 
intensity spots at χ = 54° from the Cu(100), each separated azimuthally by 90°.  The low 
intensity spots at a tilt angle of χ = 16° and 78° (Figure 9C) are still observed, which 
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again are due to a small amount of twinning within the foil.  The foils are flexible and 
could serve as versatile substrates, being highly ordered and electrically conductive. 
 
 
Figure 9. A 175 nm thick single-crystal-like Cu foil (A).  2Θ diffraction pattern (B) and 
pole figure (C) for the Cu single-crystal-like foil. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown a simple two potential step electrodeposition method to produce 
epitaxial Cu(100) films on Si(100).  Cu films grow with an epitaxial relationship of Cu(100)[001]||Si(100)[011].  Electrodeposition provides an alternative to vacuum 
deposition, and Cu films so produced may be used in comparable manner.  In contrast to 
vacuum deposited films an amorphous SiOx layer grows underneath the epitaxial film.  
This is beneficial in allowing Cu(100) foils to be lifted off.  Foils having thicknesses from 
a few tens of nanometers to a half micron have been lifted off, with thickness depending 
solely on the charge passed during deposition.  Cu(100) foils may prove to be a useful 
substrate for flexible electronics.  Also, Cu films and foils give an active surface towards 
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galvanic replacement reactions.52  In particular, platinum group elements desirable for 
catalysis can galvanically replace Cu yielding copper alloys or core shell type 
structures.53-57  This opens interesting new avenues of research, for instance a thin film of 
Cu(100) on n-Si(100) could be decorated with Ir or Ru through galvanic replacement 
giving a highly active photoanode for water splitting.  A Cu foil could also be converted 
giving a bimetallic foil.  In addition the two-step potential method may be applicable for 
epitaxial electrodeposition of other metal films directly on Si, such as cobalt and nickel, 
which has thus far been absent in the literature. 
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Figure S1: Current density vs. time for deposition of Cu on 0.2 cm2 Pt EQCM at -1.5 
VAg/AgCl (black) and two potential method (red) with corresponding mass change. 
 
The mass change versus deposition time (top) was measured using a Pt EQCM.  
This is compared to the current density versus time (bottom).  Very little mass change is 
recorded at a deposition potential of -1.5 VAg/AgCl (black) even though a much larger 
amount of current is flowing.  This is contrasted with the two step nucleation and growth 
method (red), where there is a linear increase in mass during growth at a deposition 




Table S1: Spectrophotometric results for copper films grown at various deposition times 




Charge  (C) Cu Theoretical (g) Cu Experimental (g) 
Faradaic 
Efficiency 
2 0.04696 1.55 × 10−5 1.33 × 10−5 85.8% 
4 0.1138 3.75 × 10−5 3.07 × 10−5 81.9% 
6 0.1619 5.33 × 10−5 4.26 × 10−5 79.9% 
8 0.2910 9.58 × 10−5 7.59 × 10−5 79.2% 
10 0.3090 1.02 × 10−4 8.47 × 10−5 83.0% 
Average Faradaic Efficiency: 82.0% ± 2.6% 
 
 Samples of various deposition lengths were deposited on silicon.  The copper was 
dissolved away from the silicon using concentrated HNO3 and weighed in a flask.  The 
silicon electrode was quantitatively rinsed and the total mass of the resultant solution was 
measured.  The solution was analyzed for total Cu content using a microwave plasma 
atomic emission spectrophotometer.  The experimentally measured Cu content was 
compared to the mass assuming 100% efficiency of charge to Cu metal. 
 It is well known that FCC metals twin along the {111} slip planes.  When such 
twinning occurs in an epitaxial film having a (100) out-of-plane orientation, the out-of-
plane orientation of the twin is (1�22).  This can be calculated using the twinning 





Figure S2 Stereographic Projection for (111) pole of material having (100) or (1�22) out-
of-plane orientation. 
 (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) = 𝑇𝑇(ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘)(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝)     (1) 
 
where (PQR) is a column matrix for the lattice plane in a twinned crystallite which 
corresponds to the lattice plane (pqr) of the original crystallite after twinning on (hkl).  
The general twin matrix for cubic systems is 
 
𝑇𝑇(ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘) = � 1ℎ2+𝑘𝑘2+𝑘𝑘2��ℎ2 − 𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑙𝑙2 2ℎ𝑘𝑘 2ℎ𝑙𝑙2ℎ𝑘𝑘 −ℎ2 + 𝑘𝑘2 − 𝑙𝑙2 2𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙2ℎ𝑙𝑙 2𝑘𝑘𝑙𝑙 −ℎ2 − 𝑘𝑘2 + 𝑙𝑙2�  (2) 
 





𝑇𝑇(111) = �13� �−1 2 22 −1 22 2 −1�    (3) 
 
The twin relationship then becomes 
 (𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝) = (300); (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) = (1�22)    (4) 
 
The stereographic projections for a (111) pole figure of a film having an out-of-plane 
orientation is shown on the left, while the (1�22) twin is on the right.  The highest 
intensity peaks in the experimental pole figure match to the (100) orientation, while the 
low intensity peaks match to the twin orientation (1�22). 
 
 




 X-ray tilt scan acquired by setting 2θ = Cu(111) reflection, φ = 45° and tilting the 
sample along χ from 0-90°.  Two peaks are observed one at χ = 15.9° from the Cu(1�22) 
twin and χ = 53.9° from the Cu(100). 
 
 
Figure S4: X-ray rocking curve of Si(400). 
 
 X-ray rocking curve for the single crystal n-Si(100) substrate.  The peak is 
extremely sharp having a FWHM of 0.018°, determined by the instrumental broadening 





Figure S5: XPS Depth profiling of approximately 30 nm film of Cu(100) on Si(100). 
 
 XPS depth profiling was performed on an approximately 30 nm thick film of Cu 
on Si.  The normalized intensity for Cu, O, and Si are shown in A.  An obvious oxide 
layer is present between the Cu and bulk Si.  Figure S5B shows the Si 2p spectrum as a 
function of sputter time.  Elemental Si has a binding energy of 99.8 eV whereas SiO2 has 
a binding energy of 103.8 eV.  The rise and fall of intensity for the Si-O peak 








Electrodeposition is a powerful technique for inorganic material synthesis, 
particularly well suited in the deposition of conformal thin films on conductive 
substrates.  As a standalone method, electrodeposition is shown to be useful in the 
deposition of thin ceramic films of Co(OH)2 on Ti and Au substrates, as well as Cu metal 
films directly on Si .  Conditions for epitaxial growth of Co(OH)2 on Au(100), Au(110), 
and Au(111) are given as well as conditions for epitaxial growth of Cu(100) on Si(100).  
Epitaxial films lack grain boundaries and should have improved electron transport over 
polycrystalline films.  Better electron transport should give increased efficiencies in 
electronic devices as well as catalysis.  Electrodeposited epitaxial films of Co(OH)2 were 
converted through thermal and electrochemical methods.  Converted films retained their 
epitaxy even through large structure changes.  During conversion films developed cracks 
and pores resulting in increased surface area.  Thus, ordered materials of high surface 
area are obtainable through secondary processing steps.   
Paper I demonstrates an electrochemical reduction procedure for deposition of β-
Co(OH)2.  Co3+ is complexed with ethylenediamine to form a complex that is stable in 
2M NaOH.  Reduction of [Co(en)3]3+ to [Co(en)3]2+ causes the destabilization of the 
complex and precipitation of Co(OH)2 at the electrode.  Co(OH)2 was deposited on Ti, 
demonstrating the simple synthesis of an anode suitable for water electrolysis.  An anode 
so produced was characterized by LSVs in 1M KOH, and showed similar current-voltage 
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response to a Co3O4 on Ti electrode.  During water oxidation the surface of the Co(OH)2 
electrochemically oxidizes to CoOOH. 
Paper II expands on the deposition from Paper I, giving conditions for epitaxial 
growth of Co(OH)2 on the low index planes of Au(111), Au(100), and Au(110).  
Epitaxial films grow in the [0001] out-of-plane direction with a cone-like morphology, 
having little strain.  Epitaxial films are converted thermally to epitaxial Co3O4 and 
electrochemically to epitaxial CoOOH.  Conversion results in large cracks and pores in 
the films due to the large volume reduction per Co atom, yet the microcone morphology 
and epitaxy is retained.  Using the methods shown in Paper II, epitaxial Co containing 
catalysts having high surface areas are obtained. 
 Paper III presents a two potential step electrochemical method for 
deposition of epitaxial Cu(100) on Si(100).  This represents only the second metal every 
to be directly electrodeposited epitaxially on Si.  Electrodeposited Cu films have similar 
characteristics as compared to epitaxial Cu films deposited via vacuum techniques, both 
in epitaxial relationship showing a 45° in-plane rotation, and in mosaic spread.  During 
growth an amorphous SiOx layer forms which is exploited to produce single-crystal-like 
foils of Cu, by chemically etching the SiOx away using 5% HF.  Cu single-crystal-like 
foils are flexible and conductive.  The Cu single-crystal-like foils have great potential as 
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